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Online Safety

How far has the world changed since 1993? 

Life for young people (and therefore parents) Outside School: 

1993: playing outside, reading books, playing sport, listening to music, very 

little media consumption. No socialising online – spending time with 

friends. Considerable access to part-time jobs.

2023: limited outdoor play and limited time outdoors in general (dramatic 

rise in obesity levels), decline in reading books (30% of UK children own no 

books), organized sport playing, listening to music (now primarily video 

streaming), high and increasing media consumption. Majority of socialising 

now online. Limited access to part time jobs.

What has changed over the last three years?

• Significant increase in online activity 

• Significant increase in online child sexual exploitation and abuse

• Cyberbullying increase 

• Surge in in-game spending/gambling

• Increase in misinformation/fake news

• Increase of traffic to pornographic sites 

• Lots more organisations coming on board to support parents, schools 
and children & young people
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The Scale of Child Sexual Abuse
National Crime Agency – estimate of number of individuals posing a threat to 
children either through physical ‘contact’ or online:
2011: 50,000+
2016: 77,000+
2020:     300,000+
2021-2:  550,000+
Current Estimate: 680,00 to 830,000

Arrests per month:
2020: 500
2021: 850
2022: 900 

Children safeguarded per month:
2020: 700
2021: 1120
2022: 1200

• The overall threat had slightly increased on last year.
“The current estimate is that 1.3 – 1.6% of the adult 
population pose some degree of sexual risk to children. These 
are extraordinary figures: roughly ten times the prison 
population.
The figures partly reflect a better understanding of a threat that 
has historically been under-estimated, and partly a real increase 
groups sharing and discussing the images, has normalised such 
behaviours.” Graeme Biggar, Director General, NCA
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• 2020 saw a 77% increase on 2019 in the amount of ‘self-
generated’ abuse images or videos dealt with by the IWF 
(68,000 web pages in total)

• 2021 saw a 168% increase on 2020  - (182,281 web pages 
in total)

• 2022 saw a 10% increase on 2021 – the figure is now 
199,363 web pages

“We continue to see a significant increase in what is termed “self-generated” child sexual abuse content, 
created using webcams or smartphones and then shared online via a growing number of platforms.”

The Scale of Online Child Sexual Abuse

The impact of persuasive design on young people:
“The thought process that went into building these applications, Facebook being the first of them… was 
all about: ‘How do we consume as much of your time and conscious attention as possible?’ God only 
knows what it’s doing to our children’s brains.” 

Sean Parker, former Facebook president

Persuasive Design Strategies: 
Focus was placed on three 
practices which are of 
particular concern:
► Influencer marketing
► Loot boxes
► Dark patterns

2022 Young Minds survey: 
• 42% of young people self-reported what 

they considered to be early signs of 
addiction to social media.  

• 80% reported that they wanted to leave 
a social media platform for wellbeing 
reasons but felt unable to.

• . Gaming addiction affects between 12% and 18% of the population. 

• “30% to 40% of the population now have some kind of problematic behaviour with technology.”

Professor Marcantonio Spada, Professor of Addictive Behaviours and Mental Health, London South Bank University

Parental Concerns:
• In contrast to a decade ago, when childhood obesity was considered the leading health issue for 

kids, the problems have shifted to mental health, overuse of social media, and excessive screen 
time. Concerns about children’s excessive screen time and device usage have surged, ranking as 
the top two health concerns in this year’s national poll.
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https://www.openaccessgovernment.org/public-health-interventions-necessary-to-fight-childhood-obesity/133790/
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The single most common reported risk was misinformation or disinformation, 
followed closely by personal attacks

Q2

49%

21%

20%

19%

Was not aware of these
safety tools

I don't think safety tools are
necessary

I don't think these safety
tools really work

These safety tools seem too
complicated to set up or use

Reasons for not using safety tools
(among parents & adults)

• Many children are first exposed to 
pornography at a very young age. 

• A significant minority of children access 
pornography at very young ages: 
• 10% had seen it by age nine, 
• 27% had seen it by age 11 and 
• 50% of children who had seen 

pornography had seen it by age 13.
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Sharing nudes: the normalisation of CSAM 
Most of the children interviewed said they’d seen sexual or nude images and 
videos shared on Snapchat, often of other children. Many of these were nudes 
that the children said had been “baited out”, frequently via so-called “bait-out 
pages” – accounts set up to share embarrassing, humiliating, sexual or violent 
content to all their followers
Buying and selling: the Snapchat marketplace
“They add it on their story and they say, ‘Who wants this for this much amount of 
money?’ They’ll sell edibles, weed, balloons. Weapons as well. Rambos, samurai 
swords, knuckle-dusters, all sorts of things.”
Popularity is power 
The children and professionals in this research told us that follows, shares and 
views get you ‘clout’ on Snapchat, so there’s an incentive to share whatever gets 
attention. And often this is violent or sexual content, sometimes of illegal activity.
Making people say sorry 
No matter where they lived or how they were, almost all the young people 
reported seeing a particular kind of video on Snapchat that entailed people being 
humiliated. Often this came in the form of the victim being forced to beg, 
apologise or do something humiliating on camera

We need to create a 
culture where they will 
tell us…
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Important messages for young people to hear 

• Responsibility always rests with the perpetrator

• You are not stupid, bad or to blame; what has happened to you is 
understandable

• You can recover and move on 

• We can help you understand what has happened

www.internetmatters.org 
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http://www.internetmatters.org/


https://www.taminggaming.com 

https://www.taminggaming.com 
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https://www.taminggaming.com/
https://www.taminggaming.com/


https://www.childrenscommissioner.gov.uk/report/talking-to-your-child-about-
online-sexual-harassment-a-guide-for-parents/ 

Useful Resources:
HeadStart Kernow’s Digital Resilience Tool
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https://www.childrenscommissioner.gov.uk/report/talking-to-your-child-about-online-sexual-harassment-a-guide-for-parents/
https://www.childrenscommissioner.gov.uk/report/talking-to-your-child-about-online-sexual-harassment-a-guide-for-parents/


The best apps to help you focus and block 
distractions

Freedom for blocking distractions on all your 
devices at once
Serene for planning and following through on 
deep focus sessions
Cold Turkey Blocker for scheduled system-wide 
blocking
LeechBlock NG for free browser-based website 
blocking
Forest for motivating you to put your phone 
down
SelfControl for a nuclear option!
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https://zapier.com/blog/stay-focused-avoid-distractions/#freedom
https://zapier.com/blog/stay-focused-avoid-distractions/#serene
https://zapier.com/blog/stay-focused-avoid-distractions/#coldturkey
https://zapier.com/blog/stay-focused-avoid-distractions/#leechblock
https://zapier.com/blog/stay-focused-avoid-distractions/#forest
https://zapier.com/blog/stay-focused-avoid-distractions/#selfcontrol


What can you do?

• Know how to report concerns

• Engage your children about how they are feeling – validate 
what they say.

• Educate yourselves - read websites, advice & guidance

• Discuss with your children how they are using new 
technologies and what they are viewing.

• No electronic devices in bedrooms, especially overnight.

• Turn all devices off least 1 hour before going to sleep.

Thank you

BrightcoreC
www.brightcoreconsultancy.com

brightcore-consultancy
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